TRIP TO SOUTHERN ECUADOR PART 1: November 16-December 5, 2015

View from Cajanuma sector of Podocarpus National Park
Yours truly climbed out of bed at seven-twenty on the sixteenth to light rains with a temperature of ten degrees at noon. The rare bird alerts and gmail
were inspected to find a record of White-winged Crossbill for Horny Island. Real egg mix was then scrambled in the pan for the wife and I and enjoyed
with a cup of Taster!s Choice. A hot bath took place at eight o’clock in response to a request from my wife. The laptop was carried to the couch at eightfourteen and the memoirs were updated. The crossbill map was then loaded onto Gimp to add a red dot over Hornby Island then to replace the existing
range map. The Birds of Vancouver Island was opened and the map inserted and a new bar graph was created prior to making a PDF file hence jpeg that
was inserted into the online version of the guide at eight fifty-five. The boob tube was watched while filled with anxiety until phoning Martin at nine
forty-five who had no updates. He was informed that I was not interested in going if the schedule was delayed by more than two days.
The Mazda was en route to the MacDonald’s on Shelbourne Street at ten o’clock. A coffee combo was purchased with the meal enjoyed at King’s Pond
with out birding equipment. Angst was higher not knowing how long the procedure would take and if the trip would be delayed by several days.
The suite was reoccupied at ten-thirty when the painting of the two boats at Port Angeles were worked on in the den to fill the empty paper with the
exception of the reflections on the left side. Two bowl of pea soup were prepared for the wife and I at noon. The tube was being watched when the phone
rang, this time with good news. A new schedule was in place and we were leaving at eight o’clock this evening to Vancouver with a two hour layover
before flying to Toronto, arriving at five-fifty on the seventeen of November. Another two-hour layover would take place prior to flying on Honduras
Airlines to Panama, arriving at one-thirty in the afternoon. The same airline would be used to Guayaquil after a one and a half hour layover, landing at
five-thirty in the evening of November the seventeenth. This was actually a better schedule except for sleeping on the plane.
The last of the packing took place subsequently with the money belt attached. The phone rang again at around one-thirty and Martin asked to look at the
itinerary that was now online. Three copies were printed, one for Martin, one for my wife, and one foe myself. Arrangements were made to meet at the
airport at five-thirty to ensure that the paperwork was done properly and all was well. Pat mentioned traffic being a problem so we decided to leave at
four o’clock. The memoirs were underway at three o’clock and placed aside at three twenty-four to wait the final half hour.
The Mazda as en route to the airport at four o’clock, pulling into the parking lot where one dollar was inserted into the machine for two-hours. Pat came
inside to purchase small denominations of Euros but none were available. Two coffees and two muffins were then purchased at the Tim Horton’s and
enjoyed while conversing about our trips and such. A seat was taken next to the Air Canada check-in to ensure that Martin could see us when he arrived at
five-thirty. The woman at the counter was asked if I could receive my boarding passes before he arrived and they were soon in my hand and a flight
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leaving an hour ahead of our schedule to Vancouver was secured. Martin was on time and boarding passes were in his hands at five-forty and we went
directly to Customs where my flashlight was inspected before taking a seat for the one and a half-hour wait. The flight was late, leaving at ten minutes
past eight, arriving in Vancouver at eight thirty-five.
A three-hour wait ensued for our incredibly short three-hour flight on Air Canada Express to Toronto leaving at ten-thirty and arriving at five-fifty on
November the seventeenth. Copa Airlines left on time at seven fifty-five on the seventeenth and soon served a breakfast of eggs and fruit and a meat
empanada for lunch prior to landing in Panama City at one thirty-six. Planes were exchanged with the next leg on Copa leaving at three-sixteen and
arriving in Guayaquil slightly ahead of schedule at five thirty-five. Customs was extremely fast, perhaps eight minutes, and the hotel shuttle was waiting
outside to deliver us to the Howard Johnson Hotel, arriving just after six in the evening on November the seventeenth. Confirmation of our room
reservation took almost an hour due to my lack of common sense when booking the night of the eighteenth due to our original arrival time being past
midnight and thus reserving for that date. The staff was about to charge extra for the reservation amendment that was prepaid but they changed their
minds when refusing to leave my Visa card with them. The room was occupied at eight o’clock when a refreshing shower was underway immediately
prior to falling asleep at seven-thirty.
Yours truly woke to the alarm at five o’clock on the morning of the eighteenth and both us filled our bellies on carbohydrates and coffee from the
continental breakfast served in the lobby waiting for our five-thirty early morning shuttle to the airport. A free taxi served as transport. Two coffees were
enjoyed at one of the few places open so early where their Wi-Fi was utilized to send emails and to review a few junctions on the highway leading out of
the city. The Budget representative finally arrived at ten minutes after seven and the paperwork was underway. An extra eighty dollars was paid for yours
truly as an extra driver, an option that was only used on one occasion as Martin did all of the highway driving.
The compact Chevrolet Spark left the lot at shortly after eight in the morning and the rush hour traffic merging onto the highway was negotiated with little
difficulty and the open lanes of Highways 40 and 25 were under our wheels shortly after, arriving at the Bulu Bulu Bridge along Highway 25 before nine
o’clock. The quest here were the Chestnut-banded Swallows that nested under the bridge but only poor backlit views of the species were obtained and
what appeared to be a chestnut coloration on the throat might have been attributed to the bright buff coloration on the upper breast of the Southern Roughwinged and the chestnut rump was never seen, thus the species was not counted. Other species see during the all too brief stop included Fasciated Wren,
Scrub Blackbird, Plain-breasted Ground-Dove, and West Peruvian Dove.

Snail Kite
The first realization that starting the car required the proper code was discovered here when attempting to turn over the engine. The alarm was ringing
loudly and it was only with luck that the proper code was entered. The fellow checking damage at the rental had shown the code though at the time there
was no knowledge that that code was required both to open the doors and to start the car. It was assumed simply to gain entry. The code must have been
remembered initially because we were soon on our way. This ridiculous safety feature is in place to prevent theft and only found in Ecuador.
Manglares-Churute came into view soon after where the trees standing in the flooded ricefields were scanned but no Horned Screamers were seen despite
looking from two spots. Unfortunately we were searching in the wrong area and the proper site was an inconspicuous marsh three kilometers back along
Highway 25 where there are no shoulders and heavy traffic makes viewing virtually impossible with the exception of one area to pull off on the right
heading in the direction of Guayaquil. All of the birds had been seen previously but Limpkin was noted in case of a South American split. The most
amazing sight were the hundreds of Snail Kites. The trouble of starting the car was once more problematic but luckily it was again circumvented.
A unbearable traffic jam began in downtown Naranaja due to an accident six kilometers down the highway that lasted for two hours, moving ahead yards
at a time. Unfortunately this necessitated roadside birding was extremely unproductive. We were finally underway again at one-thirty in the afternoon
and Martin purchased five dollars worth of gas at Santa Rosa. The car would not start again and a gas attendant was asked for help who then played with
the clicker and told us the code was five clicks on number one plus hitting the Chevrolet emblem. The cruise now continued at the speed limit down a
newly constructed sector of Highway 25 that bypassed the old highway and the route to Saracay and Pinas. The sign for the cutoff was seen but ignored
believing it was an alternative route and the drive continued along the new highway for an additional eight kilometers before realizing the error and turned
around and returned to the cutoff. The new highway bypass made directions confusing. We were back on track in a matter of minutes and stopped in
Saracay where Martin purchased a case of bottled water at eight dollars and a couple of bottles of gin. Yours truly was now dehydrated and bought a
bottle of orange pop. This time the car refused to start and the alarm was disturbing everyone in the neighbourhood. Obviously Martin was using four
clicks instead of five as the gas attendant had instructed. A cop standing on a nearby corner was asked to phone Budget for the code and with this now
memorized the rest of the trip was a breeze. Martin was still paranoid that the trouble would continue for some reason.
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Secondary Highway 50 leading to Saracay

Signs at corner to Umbrella Lodge

Our cabin at Umbrella Lodge

Brown Violetear

Female Green Thorntail

Three Green-crowned Brilliants

Green Honeycreeper

Thick-billed Euphonia

Our cabin and rental at Umbrella Lodge

Umbrella Lodge

Andean Emerald

Violet-bellied Hummingbird Rufous-tailed Hummingbird

juvenile – male - female

Orange-bellied Euphonia

Thick-billed Euphonia

Bananaquit

Palm Tanager

Collared Forest-Falcon

Russet-backed Oropendola

Black-and-white Owl
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View from Umbrella Lodge

Large silk moth

Beautiful butterfly

The dirt road to Umbrella Lodge was found easily due to excellent signing some seven kilometers past Saracay. The five-kilometers of road to the lodge
was fairly muddy in the beginning but improved on the upslope, arriving at the main building at three-fifteen in the afternoon. Our room was secured
despite that no one spoke English after showing the paperwork and arrangements for supper was set at six in the evening. Birding began immediately after
dropping our gear in the room with much of the initial time spent at the hummingbird feeders. None of the species seen were new that included Violetbellied Hummingbird, Green-crowned Brilliant, White-vented Plumeleteer, Green Thorntail, White-necked Jacobin, Brown Violetear, Rufous-tailed
Hummingbird, and Andean Emerald. A stroll in the region of the lodge produced Bronze-winged Parrot, Olivaceous Woodcreeper, Lemon-rumped
Tanager, Sooty-headed Tyrannulet, and Chestnut-headed Oropendola.
A shower and change of t-shirt took place at five-forty as birding activity decreased. The humidity had taken its toll and I was uncomfortable and
cleansing certainly helped. Supper was served on time that consisted of soup, beef, broccoli, potatoes, juice, coffee and bananas with chocolate sauce. The
birds seen thus far were perused at the table, even working out the tyrannulet species. A Black-and-white Owl called as the meal was ending and appeared
at the moth light. Yours truly ran back to the cabin to get the flashlight and photographs were secured within twenty minutes. A solo walk then took place
down the road for a half-hour in a Scotch mist but no further nocturnal birds were heard. A refill was placed in the Off device back in the room and after a
few minutes of fiddling was finally thought to be working, the day’s birds were then recorded and unwanted photos deleted from the camera followed
with another shower. The bed was occupied subsequently and asleep shortly past nine in the evening. It was raining heavily at the time and Martin was
snoring as usual though this always abated after fifteen or twenty minutes.
Yours truly woke at four in the morning on November nineteenth due to falling asleep too early and wrote the notes for the first part of our travels until
five minutes to five. The night’s rain had abated. Breakfast consisted of eggs, toast, cereal, coffee, and juice that was served at five-forty. Birds appeared
at the moth light as the meal was still underway at six. Those observed this morning included Ashy-headed Tyrannulet, Spotted Woodcreeper, Gray-andgold Warbler, White-shouldered Tanager, a female Esmeralda's Antwren, One-coloured Becards of both sexes, Buff-rumped Warbler, Ashy-throated
Bush-Tanager, and Yellow-rumped Cacique. A Collared Forest-Falcon landed on top of a bare snag in the distance that was easily identified when
photographed and increased in size on the screen.
A walk then took place along the road to the Umbrella Trail always trailing or in front of a birding tour group. Rufous Motmot, Western Slaty-Antshrike,
Cinnamon Becard, Bay Wren, Southern Beardless-Tyrannulet, Variable Seedeater, Orange-bellied Euphonia, and Yellow-bellied Siskin were seen en
route. Tawny-faced Gnatwren, Sulphur-rumped Flycatcher, Club-winged Manakin, and Guayaquil Woodpecker were seen along the trail. The Longwattled Umbrellabirds did not show at their lek where the trail ends but several White-bearded Manakins were at an active lek. The Off gadget seemed to
be working as no bites were received during the outing.

Road at Umbrella Lodge

Forest at Umbrella Lodge

Long-wattled Umbrellabird

Chestnut-mandibled Toucan

White-bearded Manakin

Rufous Motmot

Ornate Flycatcher

Everyone was back at the lodge at eleven-fifteen and our backs were stiff both from the continuous walking and from looking straight up into the canopy.
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The hummingbird feeders were watched while enjoying a coffee break after which a much-needed shower was taken at noon and donning a fresh t-shirt.
Lunch was served at twelve thirty-eight that consisted of an asparagus-like soup, pork chops, potatoes, avocado, some spicy red vegetable, and a n
unknown red-colored juice. Strawberries with chocolate served as desert. Coffee was then enjoyed in the sitting area while writing my wife and Charles.
A video of the hummingbird feeders was taken with the iPad until one thirty-eight in the afternoon and mailed to my wife.
Martin and I then strolled down the entrance road towards highway and found a large feeding flock though many species were missed during the brief
encounter due to thick vegetation and timing. An unknown tyrannulet was seen that was a likely Tumbesian that had a medium sepia-brown back, two
broad rusty wing bars (stronger than on Tumbesian), a very white lower belly, flanks distinctly streaked with gray-brown, a wash of gray brown on the
breast, and an unmarked face except for a white supra loral to just above eye. A half-hidden unknown small, slim flycatcher was observed briefly that
resembled a Ruddy-tailed Flycatcher with rusty wings and Ochraceous breast. It was not bulky like an Ochraceous Attila. However, Ruddy-tailed does
not occur at Buenaventura. Two backlit hawks with unusually wide wings and rounded primaries were likely Solitary Eagles.
The walk back to the lodge began at four in the afternoon, just in time as torrential rains began about at four-thirty. The problematic bird identities were
puzzled over in the sitting room with some resolved. The room was returned to at five twenty-five to change the smelly t-shirt and to enjoy a refreshing
shower. The guide was then questioned back in the dining room about the El Oro Parakeet location and about the best route to Urrupe Lodge. A Rufousheaded Chachalaca appeared outside at that time. Supper consisted of a potato-like tuber soup with cheese that was simply delicious, a spaghetti meal
with mushrooms, broccoli, carrots and an unknown light sauce. Tonight’s dessert was a small dish of mango accompanied with a sweet light tea, juice,
and coffee. While seated at the table the guide who was originally from Columbia gave us the entire story of how Columbia was freed from the drug
lords, thus becoming the safe destination of the present. We were back in the humid room at seven-thirty and the dirty socks were washed and the gadgets
plugged in for charging. The notes were brought up to date at eight-twenty when switching off the lights. Sleep was slow to come with the early time,
humidity, and snoring. The night eventually cooled at which time I drifted off.
Rose from a comfortable sleep at five in the morning on the twentieth and after preparing for the day, walked up to the dining area for coffee. At fivethirty the sky was mainly clear with twinkling stars. Breakfast was served at six and Martin and I were alone, as the group had departed. Very few birds
were in attendance at the moth light due to the sunshine. The drive to the El Oro site was underway immediately after breaking fast. The five kilometers to
Highway 585 were covered too quickly, passing perched birds by the roadside until reaching the bottom where a brief stop took place and where
numerous open country birds seen previously were noted. Photographs were taken of Pacific Hornero, Fasciated Wren, and Rufous-headed
Chachalaca prior to heading ten kilometer towards Pinas until reaching the triangular Urna Buenaventura Shrine. The drive then proceeded up the
unpaved road drivable with an ordinary sedan at slow speeds that begins ten meters past the shrine on the same side of the highway, driving two point
three kilometers past the actual parakeet site due to the map in Birds of Ecuador stating there was a fork at point two kilometers that was correct but
actually a path. The drive terminated where there was a locked gate at a track, which was traced for a quarter kilometer through open habitat and scattered
palms with one forest patch. The mist was masking distant palm trees but Martin managed to get a few new birds, the best of which was a Golden
Tanager, Dusky-capped Flycatcher, Plumbeous Pigeon, Black-winged Saltator, Black-striped Sparrow, and Slate-throated Redstart before returning to the
"corral" that is actually a concrete plant nursery of sorts. A point was reached where two roads branched from the 'main' road, one leading downhill with a
gate next to the so-called corral, one on the left often with a locked gate. A walk took place up the road after climbing under the gate on our left and
walking uphill past the reserve headquarters building on our left and then past the white workers homestead. A track was then traced some one hundred
and fifty meters passing an abandoned washroom to a tire footpath that led to an open field where the nest boxes were seen. A small grove of low-stature
trees was attained at ten-twenty on our left where the parakeets were heard. A large black snake set four parakeets to screaming that were completely
hidden that was a bonus to locating them. The tape brought them above our heads where they were photographed. A small feeding flock was found nearby
that held some interesting species with Beryl-spangled Tanager, Flame-faced Tanager, and Azara's Spinetail.

Urna Buenaventura Shrine

"""

The ‘corral’

""
El Oro Parakeet

Roadway to El Oro Parakeets

""
Golden Tanager

Workers homestead

""
Plumbeous Pigeon

"
Spectacled Redstart

The ‘main’ road was then strolled down until just past eleven prior to driving back to the lodge, arriving at twelve forty-five. A well-deserved shower was
then enjoyed with new towel supplied today before checking off the new birds. The girls were then informed that would like to eat as soon as possible
though it was past our set time of one in the afternoon. A delicious salad with a bitter dressing, tilapia fillet, squash, and green beans was enjoyed.
Communicating with the iPad translation app was used for the first time and it worked fantastically for setting meal times and thanking them for the towel
change. Martin was shown the bubo.org website and seemed interested but that quickly abated. Three birds were added to bubo and discovering that
several that were to be placed on the site had been seen previously. Notes were typed subsequently until two-thirty in the afternoon while glancing up at
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the feeders on occasion. The rental was then driven to the Umbrella Trail where the tape was played with the Long-wattled Umbrellabirds soon
answering. Three birds eventually gathered at the lek where numerous photos were taken of the strange birds. A nice flock of antbirds was encountered
along the trail subsequently including great looks at Buff-fronted Foliage-gleaners and Chestnut-backed Antbirds and again views of Esmeraldas that
never revealed the red eye. A stroll then took place on the road beyond the trail with little seen but Ornate Flycatcher and Rufous Motmot. Although not a
known location, the tape was played for El Oro Tapaculo without success. The rental was pointed back toward the lodge at five-fifteen. A much-needed
shower then took place using the new towels for drying. Supper was served at six-thirty. Several new guests had arrived. The meal consisted of potato
soup, chicken, potatoes, broccoli, carrots, and some unknown fruit for desert like had the mouth feel and appearance of tapioca. The Black-and-white Owl
appeared, announced by the now uninspired guests that remained seated while the recent arrivals scrambled outdoors. The room was occupied once more
at about eight o’clock and Martin and I conversed until nine o’clock when switching off the lights for an early night’s sleep. The humidity made for an
uncomfortable night but cooled after midnight. The dozens of no-see-um bites received in the unscreened sitting room where the Off repellant device was
never worn or Deet was never applied were now itching slightly on the elbows.
Both of us rose at five-thirty on November twenty-first and finished packing and carried the bags to the car. Afterbite was applied to the bites that quelled
the burning sensation. Breakfast was served at five-fifty that consisted of the usual. Yours truly left a twenty-dollar tip since one girl’s personality was
greatly enjoyed but that amount was not to be repeated. A Lesser Swallow-tailed Swift was cruising back and forth near one of the cabins where it was
building a nest under one of the eves.
The lodge was left in the rear view mirror at six-fifteen or so. An Ochraceous Atilla was seen and photographed when stopping for a guide and his two
British customers that were parked in the middle of the road. The fellow was a professional photographer gathering images for a new hummingbird book
and we would meet again at Urraca Lodge and Casa Simpson.

Ochraceous Attila

Northern Caracara

Black Phoebe

Tropical Kingbird

It was six-thirty when bypassing the inconspicuous muddy quagmire of a trail to the El Oro Tapaculo site across from the Urna Buenaventura Shrine. A
roundabout was soon reached on Highway 582 where Northern Caracaras were gathered and where two Speckle-breasted Wrens were heard in direct
comparison to the tape and answering back. The birds were very secretive and refused to show themselves: one was glimpsed as a shadow. A Plumbeousbacked Thrush photographed at a distance was new. One of the outrageous trails leading a short distance to the tapaculo site was found and the tape was
played a short way in with no response as well as on the opposite side of the highway. It was assumed that the rare bird could easily hear the recording
from our position but no response was forthcoming. A feeble attempt to walk further was stymied but chigger-like vegetation. Our completely mudcovered shoes wee partially cleaned in the concrete area around the shrine subsequently. There were many tanagers in a fruiting tree here including
Silver-throated and Saffron Finches.
It was eight-forty when leaving for Urraca Lodge with Martin driving ten kilometers below the speed limit as usual due to paranoia over getting a
speeding ticket. I paid five dollars for gas at Balsas along Highway 50 and soon after we reached a dry valley where numerous Long-tailed Mockingbirds
appeared along the highway. A stop took place in this Arizona-like region at the bridge over the Rio Puyango where a Fasciated Tiger-Heron was spied
on the rocks and a pair of Gray-cheeked Parakeets alighted on a bare tree and flew off before managing a photo.

Highway 50

Rio Puyango

Gray-breasted Martin

Fasciated Tiger-Heron

Macara was seen through the windscreen at two-fifteen where a gas station was eventually found south of town where Martin filled the tank for four
dollars. The road to the lodge on the northern outskirts of town just south of a school began as gravel and was thought to be so through to Urraca Lodge
but soon changed into new pavement then older pavement. The first gate to the reserve was locked with no indication that it led to Urraca Lodge nor
information as to how to attain entry so we continued to the second and third then beyond to a rough gravel surface where workmen were asked where the
lodge was located. It was determined that the entrance was near a home so a stop took place at the first place that was obviously not correct then at the
second - or the first driveway coming from Macara - where a ten year old kid was incapable of communicating nor understanding that we were asking
about Urraca Lodge. He eventually opened the gate with a key and the lodge was found some three kilometers up the road that held concrete strips for
each set of wheels on occasion. It was only here that a “Welcome to Urraca Lodge” sign was displayed. Communication was poor again at the lodge but a
cabin was secured and birding took place until four o'clock. Most was done at or near the feeder and along the road near the lodge. Those recorded
included Tawny-crowned Pygmy-Tyrant, White-edged Oriole, Plain Antvireo, Speckle-breasted Wren, White-tailed Jay, Stripe-headed Woodcreeper,
Tumbe's Wood-Pewee, Ecuadorian Thrush, Plumbeous-backed Thrush, Tropical Gnatcatcher, and Southern Yellow Grosbeak. The most notable feature
of the dry forest were the Baobab-like trees with the Latin name of Ceiba trichistandra.
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Gateway to Urraca Lodge

Urraca Lodge

Ceiba trichistandra

Rufous-browed Peppershrike

Bran-colored Flycatcher

Ecuadorian Thrush

Only sign at gate

“Welcome to Urraca Lodge”

Urraca Lodge

Interesting flower

Red-masked Parakeet

Speckle-breasted Wren

Black-capped Sparrow

View of arid forest

Plumbeous-backed Thrush

White-tailed Jay

Tumbe’s Pewee

Streaked Saltator

Our cabin

Ceiba trichistandra

Streak-headed Woodcreeper

White-tailed Jay

Pacific Elaenia

Pacific Hornero
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White-throated Quail-Dove

Guayaquil Squirrel

Ecuadorian Piculet

Cryptic butterfly

Olivaceous Woodcreeper

Lizard

Night of owling

Habitat and location of Elegant Crescentchest
My wife was written to inform her that we had arrived safely shortly after four in the afternoon followed with more birding, a shower while washing
clothes, and then supper at six o’clock. Meanwhile Martin had been talking to the guide met earlier at Umbrella Lodge and he was interested in hiring
a local guide recommended by the professional for twenty dollars. I was not amused and asked that it be postponed a day to find our own birds to narrow
those that were required. Arrangements were made for taking the car to Macara to fix a slow-leak in a rear tire with the guide after lunch in the heat of
midday. We would then return to the lodge and bird again on our own. The guide would be met after breakfast the following day with a hit list. Martin
thought I was a control freak but it made sense to me to narrow the possibilities of what needed to be seen. In fact, only his local knowledge of Spectacled
Owl roosts came into play, as all other species’ locations were noted in Birds of Ecuador.
Supper consisted of a bland soup, pork chop, rice, broccoli, sweet tea, with Jell-O for desert. Owling began afterward hearing two Peruvian Screech-Owls
and a Pacific Pygmy-Owl with Martin in attendance. The lodge was returned to shortly before nine o’clock where the day’s birds were reviewed until nine
o'clock at which time a Pacific Pygmy called very close to the cabin. It was approached to a point where it called above my head with a harsh warning
note. It was seen as a silhouette in what light was available from the path lights and it called repeatedly near our cabin with direct comparison to the tape.
I could not see it with the flashlight even though it was calling from the tip of a tree while the light moved around it. Dozens of West Peruvian Screechowls were calling at that time. I gave up at ten-twenty and went back to bed and finished the notes with the promise to stay out later tomorrow night.
Both of us woke at five-thirty on November twenty-second. Breakfast was served at six that consisted of cereal with bananas, an omelet, two glasses of
juice, bread and jam and a coffee while watching the feeders. The Pale-browned Tinamou arrived along with a Whooping Motmot, White-tipped Doves,
and a pair of Blue Doves. Red-masked Parakeets screeched overhead and landed in adjacent treetops. Birding began soon after on the trail beyond the
cabanas that joins with the White-edged Oriole Trail where a Watkins’s Antpitta was seen extremely well with playback. It sat perfectly still partially
concealed in a nearby bush and the excitement was grounds for neglecting to obtain a photograph. A Comb Duck flew overhead soon after and a Smokecoloured Pewee, several Collared Antshrikes, Sooty-crowned Flycatcher, and Highland Hepatic Tanagers were recorded along the loop trail.
Yours truly was back at the lodge at nine thirty-five to use the toilet. Martin came by at nine-fifty to say that the local guide was ready to drive to Macara
to assist in fixing the tire. It was a Sunday and the shop would close before noon. The patch up cost two dollars but Martin tipped the repairman leaving
five bucks. A guide was unable to speak a word in English with the exception of knowing all of the bird’s names in our language. Since he was in
company, and I assumed that Elegant Crescentchests would be found along the highway, I asked that he assist us in this most important quest at this time
since it was the only new family that could be found on the trip. The rental was pulled over some thirty meters beyond the gate at a convenient wide area
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from where we strolled down a track branching off on the right. The track passed through brushy country for almost a kilometer to a point where the
roadway narrowed to a trail leading downhill and across a small creek via a tiny causeway. A park sign illustrating various bird species is found at this
spot where the crescentchest resides. The track continues past the tiny ‘bridge’ to the highway that is productive. The tape soon brought the Elegant
Crescentchest into view. One short branch trail near the beginning of the road that branched off to the right into a small woodlot was not explored on the
return jaunt but an Amazilia Hummingbird was seen at the junction, an Ecuadorian Trogon was heard, and a White-winged Brushfinch was seen briefly
and not identified personally. Another stop took place just short of the lodge to look for Henna-hooded Foliage-gleaner and Blackish-headed Spinetail at a
well-known site noted in the Birds of Ecuador but only a Yellow-olive Flycatcher was recorded.
The crew was back at the lodge at eleven forty-five when the grease was washed from my face and photography took place at the feeders until lunch was
served at twelve-twenty that consisted of the accustomed soup, beef, an unknown type of bean, coffee, and juice. A Scarlet-backed Woodpecker came to
visit at an adjacent tree immediately after the meal and two Black-capped Sparrows were seen along the trail en route to the cabin. The list of hit birds was
composed to present to the guide tomorrow, the day's story was written, and a list of species seen today until one twenty-five in the afternoon. A short
exploration of the nearby trails then took place. Meanwhile Martin was washing clothes, showering, and lazing in bed.
Yours truly returned to the cabin at two o’clock and checked the washing to find that one t-shirt was dry. Martin and I then strolled down to the Blackishheaded Spinetail site and found the bird in a half hour. The road was explored further downhill with no birds encountered. A feeding flock was present on
returning with nothing new in the group. The Henna-headed and Rufous-necked Foliage-gleaner tapes were played in both directions with no response.
The lodge area was in view once again at four and slothful Martin returned to lie in bed while I carried on to the Red-masked Parakeet Trail where the
iPad was used to bring the notes up to date until four twenty-three. The cabin was returned to at that time to pack the dry clothes and to use the toilet.
Martin had the key and was not there so photographs were taken along the trail and one of a Rufous-browed Peppershrike from the balcony. Martin
returned briefly and handed me the key and then headed back to the lodge for coffee. The rolling stone returned minutes later and called from outside to
say that a Ecuadorian Piculet nest was found along the cabin trail not far from the main building. Additional clothing was washed while showering and
hung out on plastic chairs resting on the balcony to dry. The main lodge was returned to when that was done to have Martin show me the piculet.
Photographs were taken of its head projecting from the round hole in the dead trunk. It was now after six in the evening and more research was done at
the table waiting supper that was served at six-thirty. Slightly uncooked chicken, broccoli soup, red cabbage, rice, papaya, coffee, and juice were
presented with portions of the fowl left on the plate. Martin strolled back to the cabin to drink his nightly gin and lie indolent while yours truly owled
alone hearing few owls and photographing paraques until eight forty-five. The bed was returned to at nine o’clock falling asleep instantly.
Yours truly woke to the sound of an adult Spectacled Owl calling outside at five-thirty on the twenty-third and woke Martin. The nocturnal predator’s
call was traced until daybreak until hearing the last call well in the distance. The cabin was returned to afterwards to prepare for breakfast at six o’clock.
The meal consisted of the accustomed cereal with bananas, an omelet, coffee, and bread with jam. The local guide was ready at six-thirty and we simply
walked down the road to the spinetail stakeout where fleeting looks were obtained of Henna-hooded Foliage-gleaner, Rufous-necked Foliage-gleaner, and
Gray-breasted Flycatcher. Excellent views were acquired of a Pacific Elaenia including seeing the coronal patch. A walk then took place uphill with a
glimpse of a small flock of Saffron Siskins flying past and flushing two Spectacled Owls. These timid owl flush while still at a distance of three hundred
and fifty to four hundred meters and all that was seen was were their very dark brown backs and large size. A trail was ten taken back towards the lodge
where there was another Spectacled Owl roost and again the owl flushed at a great distance only seeing a large brown owl with a patch of tawny breast
noted as it flew at the same astonishing distance.
The threesome was back at the lodge at eleven o’clock at which time Martin paid fifty dollars to the guide. Notes were written subsequently until eleventhirty when reserving two packed lunches for tomorrow’s drive that cost forty dollars. The cabin was patronized subsequently where clothes were laid out
to dry in the hot sun and those already dry hung in the closet. The toilet was then put to use prior to showering before lunch that was served at twelvetwenty. The midday meal consisted of chicken breast with mushrooms, soup, vegetable, juice, coffee, and bananas drizzled with chocolate. The rental was
then driven down to the lowest trail where great views were obtained of Saffron Siskins and a Slaty Becard. The crescentchest seen previously was
uncooperative this time but another was calling across the creek. Back at the spinetail site nothing of interest came into view and it began to rain at fourthirty so birding was relinquished for a rest period. The route to Simpson Lodge was investigated with drawings of the route through towns until fivetwenty and the notes were updated until five thirty-five at the dining room table. The cabin was returned to at that time to wash clothes and to shower.
The evening meal served at six consisted of spaghetti, soup, coffee, and juice. A West Peruvian Screech-Owl was calling extremely close to the trail near
the lodge immediately after the meal and the flashlight was retrieved from cabin as quickly as possible. Despite being close to the bird, the light did not
pick up the eye shine. It began to rain heavily soon after and continued through the night.
Yours truly was awake at four o’clock on the twenty-fourth and vacated the bed at five o'clock when hearing a West Peruvian Screech-Owl calling very
close to our balcony. A misty morning hampered viewing and again it was not seen. The bags were packed subsequently and carried to the car at fivethirty. Breakfast was served early between five forty-five and six o’clock. I paid the forty dollars owing for our two packed lunches and placed ten dollars
in tip box, the last money doled out in this manner. Forms of our particulars and dates of stay were filled once again on which complaints were furnished
about the gate signing and locked entranceway during the day.
The rental was heading down the highway at six o’clock with a brief stop at the police check at El Empalme where a Croaking Ground-Dove was seen in
company with an Eared Dove. A group of Pacific Parrotlets was observed from the car’s window near Velacruz and as usual Martin just drove on without
stopping, always in a desperate rush to get to the next lodge with no comprehension of the huge potential of road birding.
Catamayo was seen through the windscreen at eight forty-five where Martin filled the tank at seven dollars. The drive continued seeing the blue shrine
where we were to bird for a half hour but the shrine was unrecognizable as such with only a small roadway sign proclaiming its existence. The Loja
bypass brought us to the entrance to the Cajanuma sector of Podocarpus National Park along Highway 682 at ten fifty-five. The register was signed while
conversing with a beautiful park steward and asking the mileage and driving times to Casa Simpson. Their quotes were well off base. The drive continued
upward observing a Golden-olive Woodpecker en route to the six-point five-kilometer mark where a feeding flock was encountered that held several
Masked Mountain-Tanagers, Chestnut-breasted Coronet, Cinnamon Flycatcher, Cinereous Conebill, Blue-backed Conebill, Red-hooded Tanager, Yellowbreasted Brush-Finch, Russet-crowned Warbler, and Black Flowerpiercer. The park toilet was used in an emergency and some of our packed lunch was
eaten before heading down a trail that was very unproductive.
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Cajanuma entrance Podocarpus Park

Cajanuma Summit

Bromeliad

The unusually sunny sloped were left in the rearview mirror at twelve fifty-five, arriving at Simpson Lodge at one twenty-five in the afternoon. More of
the packed lunch was devoured en route on the eighty-eight kilometer drive. The gear was placed in our upstairs room and meal times were set with the
staff and there was still time to hike to the Jocotoco Antpitta feeding station. Without a trail map we were sidetracked and a lengthy side trail was hiked
seeing very little but hearing what is assumed to be a Patagonian Antpitta in thick bamboo at our feet. However, two Turquoise Jays, and several
Chestnut-collared Swifts were discovered prior to taking an obscure path that developed into a dry riverbed that led to the highway some six hundred
meters southeast of the lodge driveway. The rest of the time before dinner was spent admiring Collared Inca, Amethyst-throated Sunangel, Flame-throated
Sunangel, and Masked Flowerpiercer at the feeders. Two habituated Sickle-winged Guans were seen for the first time perched on the staff building.

Sign on right on Highway 682

Simpson Lodge bar

Driveway on left to Simpson Lodge

Our rooms at Simpson Lodge

Simpson Lodge

Forest at Simpson Lodge

Simpson Lodge dining area

Sickle-winged Guan

The lodge was occupied at around five o'clock where the iPod was used to listen to the various antthrush, antpitta, and tapaculo tapes. While doing so the
English woman called me from the doorway to announce that a White-capped Tanager was perched in a low-stature tree above the feeders. The incredibly
beautiful and scarce bird was soon in the bag. Martin was of course lying around in bed and missed the rarity. Yours truly then went back inside and
finished listening to tapes on the sitting room couch. It was cold despite the wood burning stove and the coat was retrieved from the car and worn inside
where the notes were brought up to date from five-thirty to five fifty-eight. A welcomed hot shower was taken subsequently. Supper was served at seven
o’clock that consisted of rice, beets, trout, soup, hot sweet, tea, and chocolate mousse for dessert. The checklist was skimmed through subsequently
scratching off species seen on the trip or previously beginning at seven-fifty and finishing at eight-fifteen. This was done so that those that were required
in the area could be sought easily. The electronics were plugged in prior to climbing into bed at nine o'clock.
It was five-twenty when waking on the twenty-fifth. Preparations were made for the day before strolling down the stairs for breakfast at five-fifty> The
fast was broken with the accustomed cereal and fruit, scrambled eggs, bread and jam, juice, and coffee. Time was then spent looking at hummers at the
feeders until the fellow who feeds the antpittas was ready at seven o’clock. The staff member was not very helpful and little effort was made on his part re
locating and identifying birds en route to the shelter though he did spot a Streaked Buffycheek.
The Jocotoco Antpitta shelter was reached in a mere thirty minutes with two birds appearing in less than ten minutes. Three birds are fed regularly around
eight o'clock at the shelter so a guide is unnecessary, as the birds appear at that time on a daily basis. No tape is required as they show immediately. A
Chestnut-naped Antpitta also occurs irregularly at the feeding station but can be taped in along the Jocotoco Trail halfway beyond the shelter and the
White-throated Quail-Dove feeder on the sector of trail leading back towards the highway (not toward the lodge). When the trail reaches a track at a
gateway, walk left to the highway hence left again for one kilometer back to the lodge. Once you can see the highway from the high point on the track,
look into the valley on your right for the four Golden-plumed Parakeet nest boxes placed on the palm trees. A map in Birds of Ecuador illustrated the
positions of the antpitta shelter and natural nest cavity used by the parakeets along the Jocotoco Trail.
Photographs were taken of the legendary birds until the English couple arrived at eight-fifteen. Martin and I decided to return via the same route the
English couple had taken chancing upon two of the shy White-throated Quail-Doves from the hides. One sizeable feeding flock was encountered that held
Rufous Wrens, Golden-crowned Tanager, Rufous-breasted Chat-Tyrant, Yellow-bellied Chat-Tyrant, Spectacled Redstart, and Lacrimose Mountain-
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Tanager; a Highland Motmot was also heard along the trail.
The four-wheel drive road led quickly to the highway that was walked back to the lodge, arriving at only ten-thirty. A White-sided Flowerpiercer, white
phase Variable Hawk, and two pair of Rufous Spinetails were observed along the traffic-free pavement. The latter were passed off as Rufous Wrens but
their spiky tails and thinner bills were observed through the dense tangle of bamboo where they were foraging.
A coffee was enjoyed and the feeders were watched until hiking the Undulated Antpitta Trail at around eleven o'clock. A Rufous Antpitta that was feed
worms on occasion popped up almost at our feet and I was one second away from obtaining a photo when it scurried off. The tape was played and it ran
across the trail twice. The walk continued with little seen and returning via the Jocotoco Trail. Lunch was served fifteen minutes after arrival. The meal
consisted of soup, a salad of crisp unknown vegetables, rice and salsa, cold retried beans, juice, and coffee. The washroom was a necessity before
enjoying dessert, which was cup of sweetened, stiffly whipped egg white with an unusual flavour.
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